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AbstractEvolutionary arti�cial neural networks (EANNs) [1] result from combinations of ar-ti�cial neural networks (ANNs) and evolutionary search procedures such as geneticalgorithms (GAs). This article introduces the concept of EANNs, reviews the currentstate-of-the-art and indicates possible future research directions.



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 11 IntroductionEANNs refer to a special class of arti�cial neural networks (ANNs) in which evolutionis another fundamental form of adaptation in addition to learning. The evolution inEANNs is often simulated by GAs or other evolutionary algorithms. It is used to per-form various tasks, such as weight training, architecture design, learning the learningrules, input feature selection, reinforcement learning, initial weight selection, ANNanalysis, etc. One distinct feature of EANNs is their adaptability to a dynamic envi-ronment. In other words, EANNs can adapt to an environment as well as changes inthe environment. The two forms of adaptation, i.e., evolution and learning in EANNsmake their adaptation to a dynamic environment much more e�cient. In a broadersense, EANNs can be regarded as a general framework for adaptive systems, i.e.,systems that can change their architectures and learning rules according to di�erentenvironments without human intervention.Since we are most interested in exploring possible bene�ts arising from the in-teractions between ANNs and evolutionary search procedures, instead of in ANNsand evolutionary search procedures themselves, we shall concentrate on the two mostpopular models of ANNs and evolutionary search procedures in our study, i.e., feed-forward ANNs [2, 3] and GAs [4, 5] without trying to cover all kinds of models. Mostdiscussion in this article is applicable to other models however.1.1 Arti�cial Neural Networks1.1.1 ArchitecturesAn ANN consists of a set of processing elements, also known as neurons or nodes,which are interconnected with each other. It can be described as a directed graph inwhich each node i performs a function, fi, of the formyi = fi0@ nXj=1wijxj � �i1A (1)



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 2where yi is the output of the node i, xj is the jth input to the node, wij is theconnection weight between the node and input xj, �i is the threshold (or bias) ofthe node, and fi is the node transfer function. Usually, the node transfer functionis a nonlinear function such as a heaviside function, a sigmoid function, a Guassianfunction, etc.ANNs can be divided into feed-forward ones and recurrent ones according to theirconnectivity. An ANN is a feed-forward one if there exists a numbering method whichnumbers all the node in the network in such a way that there is no connection from anode with a large number to a node with a smaller number. All the connections arefrom nodes with small numbers to nodes with larger numbers. An ANN is a recurrentone if such a numbering method does not exist.In Eq.1, each term in the summation only involves one input xj. High-order ANNsare those that contain high-order nodes, i.e., nodes in which more than one input areinvolved in some of the terms in the summation. For example, a second-order nodecan be described as yi = fi 0@ nXj;k=1wijkxjxk � �i1Awhere all the symbols have similar de�nitions as those in Eq.1.The architecture of an ANN is determined by its topological structure, i.e., con-nectivity and the transfer function of each node in the network.1.1.2 LearningLearning in ANNs belongs to the class of learning by examples. It is also called train-ing in ANNs because the learning is achieved by adjusting the connection weights1in ANNs iteratively so that trained (or learned) ANNs can perform certain tasks.Learning in ANNs can roughly be divided into supervised, unsupervised and rein-forcement learning. Supervised learning is based on direct comparison between theactual output of an ANN and the desired correct output, also known as the target1Thresholds (biases) can be viewed as connection weights with �xed input �1.



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 3output. It is often formulated as the minimization of an error function such as thetotal mean square error between the actual output and the desired output. A gradi-ent descent-based optimization algorithm like backpropagation is then used to adjustconnection weights in the ANN iteratively in order to minimize the error. Reinforce-ment learning is a special case of supervised learning where the exact desired output isunknown. It is based only on the information of whether the actual output is corrector not. Unsupervised learning is solely based on the correlations among input data.No feedback information from an ANN is available.Learning in ANNs is achieved by adjusting connection weights iteratively. Theessence of a learning algorithm is the learning rule, i.e., weight-updating rule whichdetermines how connection weights are updated. Examples of popular learning rulesinclude the delta rule, the Hebbian rule and the anti-Hebbian rule [2].More detailed discussion of ANNs can be found in Hertz et al.'s book [2].1.2 Evolutionary Search ProceduresEvolutionary search procedures are those search algorithms that are developed fromideas and principles of natural evolutionary systems. They are also called evolutionaryalgorithms in this article although some researchers distinguish between genetic algo-rithms and evolutionary algorithms. In this article, evolutionary algorithms includegenetic algorithms [4, 5], evolutionary programming [6, 7] and evolution strategies[8, 9]. One important feature of all these algorithms is their population-based searchstrategy. Individuals in a population compete and exchange information with eachother in order to perform certain tasks.Two major applications of evolutionary algorithms are learning and optimization.For an evolutionary learning system, the learning task to be performed by it deter-mines the environment in which the system evolves. A dynamic environment is onethat changes over time.Evolutionary algorithms are particularly good at dealing with large complex spaces



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 4which contain many local optima. They are less likely to be trapped in a bad localminimum than traditional gradient-based search algorithms. They do not dependon gradient information so that they are quite suitable for problems where suchinformation is unavailable. They can even deal with problems where no explicitand/or exact objective function is available. These features make them much morerobust than other search algorithms. B�ack and Schwefel [10] gives an overview ofevolutionary algorithms for parameter optimization.1.2.1 Genetic AlgorithmsGAs refer to a class of algorithms which can be described by Figure 1, where eachalgorithm is de�ned by its encoding method of individuals, its selection mechanism,and its genetic operators.1. Generate the initial population G(0) at random, and set i = 0;2. REPEAT(a) Evaluate each individual in the population;(b) Select parents from G(i) based on their �tness in G(i);(c) Apply genetic operators to the parents and use the results to formG(i+1);(d) i = i+ 1;3. UNTIL `termination criterion' satis�edFigure 1: Genetic algorithms.1.3 Evolution in EANNsEvolution is introduced into EANNs at roughly three levels; the evolution of con-nection weights, the evolution of architectures and the evolution of learning rules.



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 5The evolution of connection weights introduces an adaptive approach to connectionweight training, especially in the reinforcement learning and recurrent network learn-ing paradigm where gradient-based training algorithms experience great di�culties.The evolution of architectures enables EANNs to adapt their architectures to di�erenttasks, i.e., environments without human intervention, and thus provides an evolution-ary approach to automatic EANN architecture design. The evolution of learning rulesis a process of learning to learn in EANNs where the adaptation of learning rules toan environment is achieved through evolution. It can also be regarded as an adaptiveprocess of automatic learning rule design.It is obvious that EANNs are powerful adaptive systems. This article is concernedwith such systems. Combinations of ANNs and evolutionary algorithms which do notresult in such systems, e.g., ANN analysis using GAs [11, 12, 13], will not be coveredby this article.1.4 Organization of the ArticleThe rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the evolution ofconnection weights. The aim here is to �nd a near optimal set of connection weightsfor an EANN with a �xed architecture through evolution. GAs are most often usedin this evolutionary weight training process. Various methods of encoding connectionweights and their advantages and disadvantages are discussed in this section. Com-parisons between the evolutionary approach and conventional training algorithms, likeback-propagation, are also made. The comparisons suggest that fast gradient basedtraining algorithms would be more e�cient than evolutionary training algorithmsif gradient information is cheaply available, or else evolutionary training algorithmswould be a better choice. In general, no single algorithm is an overall winner for allkinds of networks.Section 3 is devoted to the evolution of architectures, i.e., the evolution which leadsto a near optimal architecture for the tasks at hand. It is known that the architecture



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 6of an EANN determines the information processing capability of the EANN. Thearchitecture design has become one of the most important tasks in EANN researchand development. Two important issues in the evolution of architectures, i.e., howto encode architectures and which evolutionary search procedure should be used willbe addressed in this section. As far as automatic architecture design is concerned,there also exist other non-evolutionary approaches like constructive and destructivelearning algorithms [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21].If imagining EANN's connection weights and architectures as their \hardware",it is easier to understand the importance of the evolution of EANN's \software" |learning rules. Section 4 addresses the evolution of learning rules in EANNs andexamines the relationship between learning and evolution, e.g., how learning guidesevolution and how learning itself evolves. It is demonstrated that EANN's learningability can be developed and improved through evolution. Although research on thistopic is still in its early stages, further studies will no doubt bene�t research on bothEANNs and machine learning as a whole.Section 5 �rst describes a general framework of EANNs in terms of adaptive sys-tems where interactions among three levels of evolution are considered. The frame-work provides a common basis for comparing di�erent EANN models and algorithmsif a broader view of evolutionary search procedures is taken. The section then gives abrief summary of the article. It concludes with a list of suggested readings on EANNs.2 The Evolution of Connection WeightsWeight training in ANNs is usually formulated as minimization of an error func-tion, such as the total mean square error between target outputs and actual outputs,by iteratively adjusting connection weights. Most training algorithms, like back-propagation (BP) and conjugate gradient algorithms [2, 3, 22, 23], are based on gra-dient descent search. There have been some successful applications of BP algorithms



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 7in various areas [24, 25, 26]. However, drawbacks of the BP algorithm do exist dueto its gradient descent nature [27, 28, 29]. It often gets trapped in a local minimumof the error function and is very ine�cient in �nding a global minimum if the errorfunction is multimodal and nondi�erentiable. A detailed review of the current stateof the BP algorithm and other learning algorithms can be found in [2, 3].One way to overcome gradient-descent-search-based training algorithms' short-comings is to adopt EANNs, i.e., to formulate the training process as the evolutionof connection weights in the environment determined by the architecture and thelearning task. Global search procedures like GAs can then be used e�ectively inthe evolution to �nd a near optimal set of connection weights for the EANN. The�tness of an EANN can be de�ned according to di�erent needs. Two important fac-tors which often appear in the �tness function are the error between target outputsand actual outputs and the complexity of the EANN. Unlike the case in gradient-descent-search-based training algorithms, the �tness function does not have to bedi�erentiable or even continuous since GAs do not depend on gradient informationin search. Because GAs are good at dealing with large, complex, nondi�erentiableand multimodal spaces which are the typical space de�ned by an error function or�tness function, a lot of work has been done on the evolution of connection weights[29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51,52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64].The evolutionary approach to weight training in EANNs consists of two majorstages. The �rst stage is to decide the genotype representation of connection weights,i.e., whether in the form of binary strings or not. The second one is the evolution itselfsimulated by a GA or other evolutionary algorithms, in which genetic operators likecrossover and mutation have to be decided in conjunction with the representationscheme. Di�erent representation schemes and genetic operators can lead to verydi�erent training performance. A typical cycle of the evolution of connection weightsis shown in Figure 2.
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1. Decode each individual (genotype) in the current generation intoa set of connection weights and construct a corresponding EANNwith the weights.2. Evaluate each EANN by computing its total mean square errorbetween actual outputs and target outputs. (Other error func-tions can also be used.) The �tness of an individual is determinedby the error. The higher the error, the lower the �tness. The op-timal mapping from the error to the �tness is usually problemdependent.3. Reproduce a number of children for each individual in the currentgeneration according to its �tness.4. Apply genetic operators, such as crossover and mutation, to eachchild individual generated above and obtain the next generation.Figure 2: A typical cycle of the evolution of connection weights. (Reprinted withpermission from Ref. 1.)



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 92.1 Binary RepresentationSince the binary representation has been shown to be bene�cial in GA's search [4, 5],one way to represent connection weights is to encode them in binary strings [29, 30,32, 41, 42, 45, 56, 57]. In such a representation scheme, each connection weight isrepresented by a number of binary bits with certain length. An EANN is representedby concatenation of all the connection weights in the network.A heuristic concerning the order of the concatenation is to put connection weightsto the same hidden/output node together. Hidden nodes in EANNs are in essencefeature extractors and detectors. Separating inputs to the same hidden node farapart in the binary representation would increase the di�culty of constructing usefulfeature detectors because they might be destroyed by recombination operators easily.Figure 3 gives an example of the binary representation of an EANN whose ar-chitecture is pre-de�ned. Each connection weight in the EANN is represented by 4bits, the whole EANN is represented by 24 bits where the weight 0000 indicates noconnection between the two nodes.
(a) (b)u uu uNode1 Node2u������@@@@@@������AAAAAA4 2107 3 0100 1010 0010 0000 0111 0011Figure 3: (a) An EANN with connection weights shown; (b) A binary representationof the weights, assuming that each weight is represented by 4 bits.A problem which haunts EANNs is the permutation problem [36, 65]. It is causedby the many to one mapping from the representation to the actual EANN since twoEANNs which order their hidden nodes di�erently have di�erent representations but



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 10are functionally equivalent. This problem makes recombination operators di�cult toproduce highly �t children. For example, EANNs shown by Figure 3(a) and Fig-ure 4(a) are equivalent, but they have di�erent genotype representations as shown byFigure 3(b) and Figure 4(b). In general, any permutation of the hidden nodes willproduce functionally equivalent EANNs but with di�erent genotype representations.
(a) (b)u uu uNode2 Node1u������������AAAAAA2 1043 7 0010 0000 0100 1010 0011 0111Figure 4: (a) An EANN which is equivalent to that given in Figure 3(a); (b) Itsbinary representation under the same representation scheme.The advantages of the binary representation lie in its simplicity and generality. Itis very easy to apply standard crossover and mutation to binary strings. There is lit-tle need to design complex and tailored genetic operators. The binary representationalso facilitates digital hardware implementation of EANNs. The disadvantage of thebinary representation is its poor scalability. EANNs with several thousand connec-tions are not uncommon nowadays but GAs operating on several thousand bits areine�cient.There are several encoding methods, such as uniform, Gray, exponential, etc., thatcan be used in the binary representation. They encode real values with di�erent rangesand precisions given the same number of bits. The issue of precision is especiallyimportant. If too few bits are used to represent each connection weight, the trainingmight fail because some combinations of real connection weight are unable (or very



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 11hard) to be approximated by discrete values. On the other hand, if too many bits areused, binary strings representing large EANNs will become extremely long and theevolution very ine�cient.2.2 Real Number RepresentationThere have been some debates on the cardinality of the genotype alphabet. Someresearchers argued that the minimal cardinality, i.e., the binary representation, mightnot be the best [52, 66]. Formal analysis of nonstandard representations and operatorsbased on the concept of equivalent classes [67] has given representations other thank-ary strings a more solid theoretical foundation. Real numbers were proposed torepresent connection weights directly, i.e., one real number per connection weight[31, 33, 34, 52]. An EANN is represented by a set of real numbers, instead of binarystrings. For example, a real number representation of the EANN given by Figure 3(a)could be (4,10,2,0,7,3). A recombination operator can exchange real numbersbetween two sets but cannot change numbers themselves. These real numbers canonly be changed by random mutations. Usually, a Gaussian random number is addedto a real number.As connection weights are represented by real numbers, standard genetic operatorsdealing with binary strings can no longer be applied directly. In such circumstances,an important task is to carefully design a set of genetic operators which are tailored todeal with real numbers in order to improve the speed and accuracy of the evolutionarytraining. Montana and Davis [31] de�ned a large number of tailored genetic operatorswhich incorporated many heuristics about training EANNs. The major aim was toretain useful feature detectors formed around hidden nodes during evolution. Theirresults showed that the evolutionary training approach was much faster than the BPtraining algorithm at least for the problems they considered. Bartlett and Downs[34] also demonstrated that the evolutionary approach was faster and had betterscalability than the BP training method.



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 12Although tailored genetic operators are often used in conjunction with the realnumber representation of connection weights. This does not mean that a set ofcomplex genetic operators is indispensable. Simpler genetic operators can also beused. For example, Fogel et al. [33] adopted only one genetic operator (excludingselection) | Gaussian random mutation | in the evolution of connection weights.A possible improvement over this method is to use Cauchy random mutation [68].It is worth pointing out that the permutation problem and the destructive e�ectof crossover on feature detectors in EANNs still exist when representing connectionweights in real numbers, but the problem concerning the representation precision ofweights no longer exists.2.3 Comparison Between Evolutionary Training and Gradient-Based TrainingAs indicated at the beginning of Section 2, the evolutionary training approach is at-tractive because it can handle the global search problem better in a vast, complex,multimodal and nondi�erentiable space. It does not depend on the gradient informa-tion of the error (or �tness) function, thus is particularly appealing when the gradientinformation is unavailable or very costly to get. For example, the evolutionary ap-proach has been used in reinforcement learning [47, 64, 69, 70, 71], recurrent networklearning [45, 64, 72], and higher order network learning [56, 57]. Moreover, the sameevolutionary algorithm can be used to training many di�erent networks regardless ofwhether they are feedforward networks, recurrent networks, or higher order networks.The general applicability of the evolutionary approach saves a lot of human e�orts indeveloping di�erent training algorithms for di�erent types of network.The evolutionary training approach also makes it easier to generate EANNs withsome special characteristics. An often used method to decrease EANN's complexityand improve its generalization ability is to include a penalty term in the �tnessfunction. Unlike the case in gradient-based training, we do not have to worry about



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 13whether this term is di�erentiable or even continuous. Other requirements, such asweight sharing and weight decaying, can also be incorporated into the �tness functioneasily.Evolutionary training is generally rather slow in comparison with fast variants ofthe BP algorithm [73] and conjugate gradient algorithms [23, 74] when the gradientinformation is cheaply available but it can deal with a wide range of networks wheresuch gradient information is unavailable. Even if the gradient information is avail-able, evolutionary training can still be faster in some cases [34, 38, 44]. Prados [38]described a GA-based training algorithm which is \signi�cantly faster than methodsthat use the generalized delta rule (GDR)." For the three tests reported in his paper[38], the GA-based training algorithm \took a total of about 3 hours and 20 minutes,and the GDR took a total of about 23 hours and 40 minutes." Bartlett and Downs[34] also gave a modi�ed GA which was \an order of magnitude" faster than theBP algorithm for the 7-bit parity problem. The modi�ed GA seemed to have betterscalability than the BP algorithm as well since it was \around twice" as slow as theBP algorithm for the XOR problem.Interestingly, quite di�erent results were reported by Kitano [75]. He found thatthe GA-BP method, the method that runs a GA �rst and then the standard BP,\is, at best, equally e�cient to faster variants of back propagation in very smallscale networks, but far less e�cient in larger networks." The test problems he usedinclude the XOR problem, various size encoder/decoder problems, and the two-spiralproblem.The discrepancy between two seemingly contradictory results can be attributedat least partly to di�erent GAs and BP algorithms compared. That is, whether thecomparison is between a standard GA and a fast BP algorithm, or between a fast GAand a standard BP algorithm. It is well known that both GAs and BP algorithmsare sensitive to the parameters used in them. BP algorithms are also very sensitiveto their initial conditions.



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 142.4 Hybrid TrainingOne major problem of GAs is their ine�ciency in �ne-tuned local search althoughthey are good at global search. The e�ciency of evolutionary training can be im-proved signi�cantly by incorporating a local search procedure into the evolution, i.e.,combining GA's global search ability with local search's �ne-tuning ability. GAs canbe used to �rst locate a good region in the space and then a local search procedure isused to �nd a near optimal solution in this region. The local search algorithm couldbe the BP algorithm [36, 75] or other random search algorithms [34, 76].Belew et al. [36] used GAs to search for a near optimal set of initial connectionweights and then used the BP algorithm to perform local search from these initialweights. Their results showed that the hybrid GA/BP approach was more e�cientthan either the GA or BP algorithm used alone. If taken into account the fact that theBP algorithm has to run several times in practice in order to �nd good connectionweights due to BP's sensitivity to initial conditions, the hybrid training algorithmis quite competitive in comparison with gradient-based training algorithms. Similarwork on the evolution of initial weights has also been done on competitive learningneural networks [77].It is interesting to consider �nding good initial weights as locating a good regionin the space. De�ning that the basin of attraction of a local minimum is composed ofall the points, sets of weights in this case, which can converge to the local minimumthrough a local search algorithm, then a global minimum can easily be found by thelocal search algorithm if the GA can locate any point, i.e., any set of initial weights,in the basin of attraction of the global minimum. Figure 5 illustrates a simple casewhere there is only one connection weight in the EANN. If a GA can �nd a initialweight like wI2, it would be easy for a greedy local search algorithm to arrive at theglobally optimal weight wB despite of that wI2 itself is not so good as wI1.
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Figure 5: An illustration of using a GA to �nd good initial weights such that a greedylocal search algorithm can �nd the globally optimal weights easily. wI2 in this �gureis an optimal initial weight because it can lead to the global optimum wB using alocal search algorithm. A higher error value means a lower �tness value, i.e., a worseEANN.



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 163 The Evolution of ArchitecturesSection 2 assumes that the architecture of an EANN is pre-de�ned and �xed dur-ing the evolution of connection weights. This section concerns the design of EANNarchitectures. The architecture of an EANN includes its topological structure, i.e.,connectivity, and the transfer function of each node in the EANN. As indicated atthe beginning of this paper, architecture design is crucial in the successful applicationof EANNs because the architecture has signi�cant impact on an EANN's informationprocessing capabilities. Given a learning task, an EANN with only a few connectionsand linear nodes may not be able to perform the task at all due to its limited infor-mation processing capability while an EANN with a large number of connections andnonlinear nodes may be too powerful for the task to have good generalization ability.Unfortunately, the architecture design is still very much a human expert's job.It depends heavily on the expert experience and a tedious trial-and-error process.There is no systematic way to design a near optimal architecture automatically fora given task. Research on constructive and destructive algorithms is an e�ort madetowards the automatic design of architectures [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. Roughlyspeaking, a constructive algorithm starts with a minimal network (network with min-imal number of hidden layers, nodes, and connections) and adds new layers, nodesand connections if necessary during training while a destructive algorithm does theopposite, i.e., starts with the maximal network and deletes unnecessary layers, nodes,and connections during training.Design of the optimal architecture for an EANN can be formulated as a searchproblem in the architecture space where each point represents an architecture. Givensome performance (optimality) criteria, e.g., fastest learning, lowest complexity, etc.,about architectures, the performance level of all architectures forms a surface in thespace. The optimal architecture design is equivalent to �nding the highest pointon this surface. There are several characteristics with such a surface as indicated byMiller et al. [78] which make GA-based evolutionary algorithms a better candidate for



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 17searching the surface than those constructive and destructive algorithms mentionedabove. These characteristics are [78]� The surface is in�nitely large since the number of possible nodes and connectionsis unbounded.� The surface is nondi�erentiable since changes in the number of nodes or connec-tions are discrete and can have a discontinuous e�ect on EANN's performance.� The surface is complex and noisy since the mapping from an architecture toits performance is indirect, strongly epistatic, and dependent on the evaluationmethod used.� The surface is deceptive since similar architectures may have quite di�erentperformance.� The surface is multimodal since di�erent architectures may have similar perfor-mance.Similar to the evolution of connection weights, two major stages involved in theevolution of architectures are the genotype representation scheme of architecturesand the evolution itself. The key issue is to decide how much information about anarchitecture should be encoded into the genotype representation. At one extreme,all the detail, i.e., every connection and node of an architecture can be speci�ed bythe genotype representation, e.g., by some binary bits. This kind of representationschemes is called the direct encoding scheme or the strong speci�cation scheme. Atthe other extreme, only the most important parameters of an architecture, such asthe number of hidden layers and hidden nodes in each layer are encoded. Other detailabout the architecture is left to the training process to decide. This kind of represen-tation schemes is called the indirect encoding scheme or the weak speci�cation scheme.After a representation scheme has been worked out, the evolution of architectures canprogress according to the cycle shown in Figure 6.
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1. Decode each individual in the current generation into an archi-tecture. If the indirect encoding scheme is used, further detailof the architecture is speci�ed by some developmental rules or atraining process.2. Train each EANN with the decoded architecture by a pre-de�nedlearning rule (some parameters of the learning rule could belearned during training) starting from di�erent sets of randominitial connection weights and if any learning rule parameters.3. De�ne the �tness of each individual (encoded architecture) ac-cording to the above training result and other performance crite-ria such as the complexity of the architecture.4. Reproduce a number of children for each individual in the currentgeneration based on its �tness.5. Apply genetic operators to the children generated above and ob-tain the next generation.Figure 6: A typical cycle of the evolution of architectures. (Reprinted with permissionfrom Ref. 1.)



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 19Because of advantages of the evolutionary design of architectures, a lot of researchhas been carried out in recent years [37, 46, 49, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87,88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100]. However, almost all the researchonly deals with the topological structure of EANNs and little has been done on theevolution of node transfer functions let alone the evolution of both topological struc-tures and node transfer functions. We will concentrate on the evolution of topologicalstructures and analyze the genotype representation scheme of topological structuresin Section 3.1 and 3.2. For convenience sake, the term architecture will be used in-terchangeably with the term topological structure in these two sections. Section 3.3discusses the evolution of node transfer functions briey.3.1 The Direct Encoding SchemeIn the direct encoding scheme, each connection in an architecture is directly speci�edby its binary representation [82, 81, 78, 29, 98, 97, 93, 95]. For example, an N � Nmatrix C = (cij)N�N can represent an architecture with N nodes, where cij indicatespresence or absence of the connection from node i to node j. We can use cij = 1 toindicate a connection and cij = 0 no connection. In fact, cij can even be connectionweights from node i to node j so that both the topological structure and connectionweights of an EANN are evolved at the same time [93, 99, 97, 98, 94, 46, 49, 41].Each such matrix has a direct one-to-one mapping to the corresponding architec-ture. The binary string representing an architecture is just the concatenation of rows(or columns) of the matrix. Constraints on architectures being explored can easily beincorporated into such representation scheme by setting constraints on the matrix,e.g., a feedforward EANN will have non-zero entries only in the upper-right triangleof the matrix. Figure 7 and 8 give examples of the direct encoding scheme of archi-tectures. It is obvious that such an encoding scheme can handle both feedforwardand recurrent networks.The direct encoding scheme is relatively simple and straightforward to implement.
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(a) (b) (c)r rr r13 24
5r6�������@@@@@@I CCCCCCCCCCCCO������� AAAAAAK 0BBBBBBBBBBBBB@ 0 0 1 1 00 0 1 0 10 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 1CCCCCCCCCCCCCA 0110 101 01 1Figure 7: An example of the direct encoding of a feedforward EANN. (a), (b) and(c) show the architecture, its connectivity matrix and its binary string representationrespectively. Because only feedforward architectures are under consideration, thebinary string representation only needs to consider the upper-right triangle of thematrix.
(a) (b) (c)r rr r13 2 4
5r6�������@@@@@@I������� AAAAAAK��- CCCCCCCCCCCCW 0BBBBBBBBBBBBB@ 0 0 1 1 00 0 1 0 01 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 10 1 0 0 0 1CCCCCCCCCCCCCA 00110 00100 10001 00001 01000Figure 8: An example of the direct encoding of a recurrent EANN. (a), (b) and (c)show the architecture, its connectivity matrix and its binary string representationrespectively.



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 21It is suitable for the precise and deterministic handling of small architectures, i.e.,architectures with a small number of nodes and connections. It may facilitate rapidgeneration and optimization of tightly pruned interesting designs that no one has hitupon so far [78]. It, however, does not scale well since large architectures requirevery large matrices to represent. One way to cut down the size of matrices is touse as much domain knowledge as possible to reduce the search space. For example,if there is only a complete connection between two neighboring layers and no otherconnections, a feedforward architecture can be encoded by the number of hiddenlayers and nodes in each hidden layer. The length of the genotype representation canbe reduced greatly in this case [81, 82]. The evolution of architectures is an adaptiveprocess where no prior knowledge about architectures is assumed but the availabilityof such knowledge can increase the e�ciency of the evolution. It is very easy toincorporate such knowledge if available into the evolution.Another exibility provided by the evolution of architectures stems from the �tnessde�nition. There is virtually no limitation such as being di�erentiable or continuouson how the �tness function should be de�ned at Step 3 in Figure 6. The trainingresult pertaining to an architecture such as the error and the training time is oftenused in the �tness function. The complexity measurement such as the number ofnodes and connections is also used in the �tness function. As a matter of fact, a lotof criteria based on the information theory or statistics [101, 102, 103] can readily beintroduced into the �tness function without much di�culty. Improvement on EANN'sgeneralization ability can be expected if these criteria are adopted. Scha�er et al. [81]presented an experiment which showed that an EANN designed by the evolutionaryapproach had better generalization ability than one trained by the BP algorithm usinga human designed architecture.One major problem of the evolutionary design of architectures is the permutationproblem as illustrated by Figure 3 and 4 in Section 2.1. Because two functionallyequivalent EANNs which order their hidden nodes di�erently have two di�erent geno-



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 22type representations, the probability of producing a highly �t child from them is verylow. Some researchers hence abandoned crossover and adopted only mutation in theevolution of architectures [49] although it was shown that crossover was useful andimportant in increasing the e�ciency of the evolution [104, 52, 65]. Hancock [65]suggested that the permutation problem might \not be as severe as had been sup-posed" with the population size and the selection mechanism he used because \Theincreased number of ways of solving the problem outweigh the di�culties of bringingbuilding blocks together." It is worth indicating that most studies on the permu-tation problem concentrate on the genetic algorithm used, e.g., genetic operators,population sizes, selection mechanisms, etc. While it is necessary to investigate thealgorithm, it is equally important to study the genotype representation scheme, sincethe performance surface de�ned at the beginning of Section 3 is decided by both therepresentation and genetic operators. More research is needed to further understandthe impact of the permutation problem on the evolution of architectures.3.2 The Indirect Encoding SchemeIn order to reduce the length of the genotype representation of architectures, theindirect encoding schemehas also been used by many researchers [80, 84, 87, 83, 88, 79,105, 106, 96, 107] where only most important features of an architecture are encoded inthe genotype representation. The detail about each individual connection are speci�edby developmental rules. The indirect encoding scheme is not only more compactbut also biologically more plausible than the direct encoding scheme. According tothe discoveries of neuroscience, it is impossible for genetic information encoded inchromosomes to specify independently the whole nervous system.3.2.1 Parametric RepresentationAn architecture can be speci�ed by many parameters such as the number of hiddenlayers, the number of hidden nodes in each layer, the number of connections between



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 23two layers, etc. These parameters are often encoded in various forms in the genotyperepresentation. Harp et al. [80, 84] used a \blueprint" to represent an architecturewhich consists of one or more segments representing an area (layer) and its e�erentconnectivity (projections). The �rst and last area are constrained to be the inputand output area respectively. Each segment includes two parts of the information:(1) that about the area itself such as the number of nodes in the area and the spatialorganization of the area; and (2) that about the e�erent connectivity. It shouldbe noted that only the connectivity pattern instead of each connection is speci�edhere. The detailed node-to-node connection is speci�ed by implicit developmentalrules, e.g., the network instantiation software used by Harp et al. [80, 84]. Similarparametric representation methods with di�erent sets of parameters have also beenproposed by others [83, 87]. An interesting aspect of Harp et al.'s work is theircombination of learning parameters with architectures in the genotype representationso that learning parameters can evolve along with architecture parameters. Thus anear optimal combination of learning parameters and architectures can be evolved.Although the parametric representation method can reduce the length of binarystrings specifying EANN's architectures, it still lacks the scalability needed by manyreal-world applications since the length grows quickly as the number of nodes inEANNs increases. Moreover, developmental rules play only a limited role here. Theytend to be some �xed assumptions about architectures which are made according toour prior knowledge.3.2.2 Developmental Rule RepresentationA quite di�erent indirect encoding method from the above is to encode developmentalrules which are used to construct architectures in the genotype representation [79, 105,107, 96]. The shift from the direct optimization of architectures to the optimization ofdevelopmental rules results in many advantages such as more compact representation,better scalability of the method and better modularity and generalization ability of the



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 24resultant architecture. The destructive e�ect of crossover will also be lessened sincethe developmental rule representation is capable of preserving promising buildingblocks found so far [79].A developmental rule is usually described by a recursive equation [105] or a gener-ation rule similar to a production rule in a knowledge based system with a left-handside and a right-hand side [79]. The connectivity pattern of the architecture in theform of a matrix is constructed from a basis, i.e., a single element matrix by repeti-tively applying suitable developmental rules to non-terminal elements in the currentmatrix until the matrix contains only terminal2 elements which indicate the presenceor absence of a connection that is until a connectivity pattern is fully speci�ed.Kitano [79] used a modi�ed version of graph generation system [108] which in-cludes a set of graph generation rules to construct connection matrices since eachconnection matrix corresponds to a directed graph. Each developmental rule he used,i.e., a graph generation rule consists of a left-hand side (LHS) which is a non-terminalelement and a right-hand side (RHS) which is a 2� 2 matrix with either terminal ornon-terminal elements. A typical step of constructing a connection matrix is to �ndrules whose left-hand sides appear in the current matrix and replace all the appear-ance with respective right-hand sides. Each rule is represented by �ve allele positionscorresponding to �ve elements in a rule in a genotype. The length of genotypes isvariable with the �rst position �xed to an initial element, i.e., the basis. Each positionin a genotype can take the value of an element in the range from \A" to \p". The16 rules with \a" to \p" on the left-hand side and 2 � 2 matrices with only 1's and0's on the right-hand side are pre-de�ned and do not participate in evolution. Thatis, not all developmental rules are obtained through evolution.Given a set of developmental rules as shown in Figure 9, an architecture can2In this paper, a terminal element is either 1 (existence of a connection) or 0 (non-existence ofa connection) and a non-terminal element is a symbol other than 1 and 0. These de�nitions areslightly di�erent from those used by Kitano [79].



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 25be generated by applying the rules in three steps as described in Figure 10. Thearchitecture generated is the same as that shown in Figure 8(a). The only di�erenceis the numbering of nodes.S �! 0B@ A BC D 1CAA �! 0B@ a aa a 1CA B �! 0B@ i ii a 1CA C �! 0B@ i aa c 1CA D �! 0B@ a ea e 1CA � � �a �! 0B@ 0 00 0 1CA c �! 0B@ 0 01 0 1CA e �! 0B@ 0 10 0 1CA i �! 0B@ 1 00 0 1CA � � �Figure 9: Examples of some developmental rules used to construct a connectivitymatrix. S is the initial element (or state).Consistently better results with various size encoder/decoder problems were re-ported by Kitano [79] in comparison with the direct encoding scheme. The develop-mental rule representation method however is not very good at �ne-tuning detailedconnections among single nodes because it concentrates on connections among groupsof nodes. The addition of a �ne-tuning process in which a dynamic node adjustmentalgorithm similar to constructive or destructive algorithms could be used after theevolution seems to be a good way to further improve the performance of the archi-tecture.Mjolsness et al. [105] described a similar rule encoding method where rules arerepresented by recursive equations which specify the growth of connection matrices.Coe�cients of these recursive equations, represented by decomposition matrices, areencoded in genotypes and optimized by simulated annealing instead of GAs. Con-nection weights are optimized along with connectivity by simulated annealing sinceeach entry of a connection matrix can have a real-valued weight, rather than just 1or 0. One advantage of using simulated annealing instead of GAs in the evolution is
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8r6�������@@@@@@I������� AAAAAAK��- CCCCCCCCCCCCWFigure 10: Development of an EANN architecture using the rules given in Figure 9.(a) The initial state; (b) Step 1; (c) Step 2; (d) Step 3 when all the entries in thematrix are terminal elements, i.e., either 1 or 0; (e) The architecture. The nodes inthe architecture are numbered from 1 to 8. Isolated nodes are not shown.



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 27the avoidance of the destructive e�ect of crossover. Wilson [109] also used simulatedannealing in his work on EANN architecture design.Recent research on the developmental rule representation [107, 96] has demon-strated its e�ectiveness and e�ciency in the evolution of architectures. Gruau [107]reported a number of successful experiments with his \cellular encoding" methodincluding experiments on the 50-input parity problem and the 40-input symmetryproblem. Similar to Kitano's work [79], the cellular encoding method is also based ongrammar rules but only EANNs which implement boolean functions are considered.The restriction that weights can only be +1 or �1 makes the evolution of both archi-tectures and connection weights easier. It is unclear at present how well the methodcould perform when real-valued connection weights are used.3.2.3 Fractal RepresentationMerrill and Port [106] proposed another method for encoding architectures whichis based on the use of fractal subsets of the plane. They argued that the fractalrepresentation of architectures was biologically more plausible than the developmentalrule representation. It however seems unlikely that their method could have betterscalability than the developmental rule representation because they used three real-valued parameters, i.e., an edge code, an input coe�cient and an output coe�cientto specify each node in an architecture. Fast simulated annealing [110] was used inthe evolution.3.2.4 Other RepresentationsA very di�erent approach to the evolution of architectures is recently proposed byAndersen [100]. His representation is unique in that each individual in a populationrepresents a hidden node in an architecture instead of the architecture itself. An ar-chitecture is built layer by layer, i.e., hidden layers are added one by one if the currentarchitecture cannot reduce the training error below certain threshold. Each hidden



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 28layer is constructed automatically through an evolutionary process which employsthe GA with sharing. The sharing should help the evolution to form di�erent featuredetectors in the population so that each hidden node could be used as a di�erentfeature detector.One problem with Andersen's method is that there are usually several hiddennodes which have very similar functionality, i.e., which are basically the same featuredetector in a population. Such redundancy has to be removed by an additional clean-up algorithm. Another restriction on Andersen's method is its layer by layer approachwhich can only deal with multilayer perceptrons.3.3 The Evolution of Node Transfer FunctionsAll the discussion on the evolution of architectures so far only covers the topologicalstructure of an architecture. The transfer function of each node in the architecturehas been assumed as �xed and pre-de�ned by human experts although the transferfunction has been shown to be an important part of an architecture and have signif-icant impact on EANN's performance [111, 112, 113]. The transfer function is oftenassumed to be the same for all the nodes in an architecture or at least for all thenodes in the same layer.Stork et al. [114] are to our best knowledge the �rst to apply GAs to the evo-lution of both topological structures and node transfer functions even though neuralnetworks consisting of only 7 nodes were investigated. The transfer function wasspeci�ed in the structural genes in their genotype representation. It was much morecomplex than the usual sigmoid function as they tried to model a biological neuronin the tailip circuitry of the cray�sh.White and Ligomenides [99] adopted a simpler approach to the evolution of bothtopological structures and node transfer functions. For each individual (i.e., EANN)in the initial population, 80% nodes in the EANN used the sigmoid transfer functionand 20% nodes used the Gaussian transfer function. The evolution was used to decide



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 29the optimal mixture between these two transfer functions automatically. The sigmoidand Gaussian transfer function themselves were not evolvable. No parameters of thetwo function were evolved.3.4 The Evolution of Both Architectures and ConnectionWeightsOne problem of the evolution of architectures which have not been touched is thenoisy evaluation of genotypes. The evaluation of a genotype is noisy because it is theactual architecture, i.e., the phenotype created from a genotype through developmen-tal rules that is used to evaluate the genotype's �tness. In practice, a popular way toevaluate genotypes is to transform a genotype (an encoded architecture) into a pheno-type (a fully speci�ed architecture) �rst through developmental rules and then trainthe phenotype from di�erent initial connection weights generated at random. Thetraining result is used as part of the �tness function to evaluate the genotype. Dueto the stochastic nature of random initial weights, the �tness of a genotype evaluatedin this way is very noisy. The evaluation could be much noisier if the developmentrules are not deterministic either in an indirect encoding scheme.One way to alleviate this problem is to employ the evolution of both architecturesand connection weights at the same time [105, 93, 99, 97, 98, 94, 46, 49, 41, 100, 107]although the noise introduced by stochastic development rules is hard to removed.Such co-evolution is a natural choice if EANNs with only binary threshold nodes areconsidered [93, 107, 100]. In general, combination of two levels of evolution into onewill increase the search space. Suppose the size of the architecture space is jSAj andthe size of the connection weight space is jSW j, then the total size of the two searchspaces at two levels is jSW j+ jSAj while the total size of the combined one level searchspace is jSW j � jSAj. The trade-o� between e�ciency and accuracy has to be madein practice.



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 303.5 The Evolution of Input FeaturesThe evolution of input features is used to reduce and/or combine all possible inputsto an EANN into a compact and e�ective set. It can be thought as an evolutionaryapproach to dimension reduction. In most cases, the number of inputs and outputsof an EANN are decided by the problem at hand. For example, a hand-printed digitrecognition network may naturally have 64�64 inputs and 10 outputs. Unfortunately,the number of inputs to an EANN is usually very large for real world problems. Theremay also be a lot of redundancy among di�erent inputs. A large number of inputsto an EANN increase the size of the EANN and thus require more training dataduring training in order to achieve a reasonable generalization ability for the EANN.Preprocessing is often needed to reduce the number of inputs to an EANN. Variousdimension reduction techniques including the principal component analysis have beenused for this purpose.The problem of reducing the number of inputs to an EANN can also be formulatedas a search problem. Given a set of inputs, we want to �nd an optimal subsetof it which has the fewest number of elements and the performance of the EANNusing this subset is no worse than that of the EANN using the whole set. Theevolutionary approach has been identi�ed as a good way to search this vast space[115, 116, 117, 118, 119]. Very good results, i.e., better performance with fewerinputs have been reported from these studies. In the evolution of input features,each individual in the current population represents a subset of all the inputs. Theevaluation of each individual is carried out by training an EANN with these inputsand using the result as part of the �tness function. Such evaluation is very noisyhowever due to the reason explained in Section 3.4.Not only does the evolution of input features provide a way to discover importantfeatures from all the inputs adaptively, it can also be used to discover new trainingexamples. Zhang and Veenker [120] described an active learning paradigm where atraining algorithm based on GAs can select training examples for itself.



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 314 The Evolution of Learning RulesA training algorithm may have di�erent performance when applied to di�erent archi-tectures. The design of training algorithms, more fundamentally the learning rulesused to adjust connection weights, depends on the type of architectures under inves-tigation. Di�erent variants of the Hebbian learning rule have been proposed to dealwith di�erent architectures. However, the design becomes very hard when there islittle prior knowledge about EANN's architecture which is often the case in practice.It is desirable to develop an automatic and systematic way to adapt the learningrule to an architecture and the tasks at hand. Designing a learning rule by humanexperts often implies some assumptions which are not necessarily true about EANN'sarchitectures and tasks to be performed by the EANN. For example, the widely ac-cepted Hebbian learning rule has recently been shown to be outperformed by a newrule proposed by Artola et al. [121] in many cases [122]. The new rule can learnmore patterns than the optimal Hebbian rule and can learn exceptions as well asregularities. It is however still hard to say that this rule is optimal for all other ar-chitectures. In fact, what is needed from an EANN is its ability to adjust its learningrule adaptively according to its architecture and the tasks to be performed. In otherwords, an EANN should learn its learning rule rather than have it designed by humanexperts. Since evolution is one of the most fundamental forms of adaptation, it isnot surprising that the evolution of learning rules has been introduced into EANNsin order to learn their learning rules.The relationship between evolution and learning is extremely complex. Variousmodels have been proposed [123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134,135, 136] but most of them deal with the issue of how learning can guide evolution[123, 124, 125, 126] and the relationship between the evolution of architectures andthat of connection weights [127, 128, 129]. Research into the evolution of learning rulesis still in its early stages [130, 131, 132, 133, 135, 136]. This research is important notonly in providing an automatic way of optimizing learning rules and in modeling the



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 321. Decode each individual in the current generation into a learningrule.2. Construct a set of EANNs with randomly generated architectures(or a pre-de�ned architecture in some cases) and initial connectionweights and train them using the decoded learning rule.3. Calculate the �tness of each individual (encoded learning rule)according to the above training result and other criteria if any.4. Reproduce a number of children for each individual in the currentgeneration according to its �tness.5. Apply genetic operators to child individuals produced above andobtain the new generation.Figure 11: A typical cycle of the evolution of learning rules. (Reprinted with permis-sion from Ref. 1.)relationship between learning and evolution but also in modeling the creative processsince newly evolved learning rules can deal with a complex and dynamic environment.The research will help us better understand how creativity can emerge in arti�cialsystems, like EANNs and how to model the creative process in biological systems. Atypical cycle of the evolution of learning rules can be described by Figure 11.Similar to the reason indicated in Section 3.4, the �tness evaluation of each indi-vidual, i.e., the encoded learning rule is noisy although some techniques could be usedto alleviate this problem, e.g., a weighted average of the training results on EANNswith di�erent initial connection weights could be used in the �tness function. If anarchitecture cannot be pre-de�ned, each individual in the evolution has to be evalu-ated by di�erent architectures as well. Additional noise will be introduced into theevaluation in this case.



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 334.1 The Evolution of Algorithmic ParametersThe adaptive adjustment of BP algorithm's parameters such as the learning rate andmomentum through evolution could be considered as the �rst attempt of the evolutionof learning rules [80, 36]. Harp et al. [80] encoded BP algorithm's parameters ingenotypes together with EANN's architecture. This evolutionary approach is di�erentfrom the non-evolutionary one such as Jocobs's work [137] because the evolutionof both the algorithmic parameters and architectures facilitates further explorationof interactions between the learning algorithm and architectures such that a nearoptimal combination of a BP algorithm with an architecture can be evolved. Thecost of this bene�t as mentioned in Section 3.4 is a larger search space and thuslonger computation time.Other researchers [36, 77] also used an evolutionary process to �nd parametersfor the BP algorithm but EANN's architecture was pre-de�ned. The parametersevolved in this case tend to be optimized towards the architecture rather than generalapplicable ones. There are a number of BP algorithms with an adaptive learning rateand momentum where a non-evolutionary approach is used. Further comparisonbetween the two approaches would be quite useful.4.2 The Evolution of Learning RulesThe evolution of algorithmic parameters is certainly interesting but it hardly touchesthe fundamental part of a training algorithm, i.e., its learning rule or weight adjustingrule. Adapting a learning rule through evolution is expected to enhance EANN'sadaptivity greatly in a dynamic environment.Unlike the evolution of connection weights and architectures which only deal withstatic objects in an EANN, i.e., weights and architectures, the evolution of learningrules has to work on the dynamic behavior of an EANN. The biggest problem here ishow to encode the dynamic behavior of a learning rule into static genotypes. Trying



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 34to develop a universal representation scheme which can specify any kind of dynamicbehaviors is clearly impractical let alone the prohibitive long computation time re-quired to search such a learning rule space. Constraints have to be set on the typeof dynamic behaviors, i.e., the basic form of learning rules being evolved in order toreduce the representation complexity and the search space.Two basic assumptions which have often been made on learning rules are: (1) Theweight-updating of a connection depends only on local information such as the acti-vation of the input node, the activation of the output node, the current connectionweight, etc.; and (2) The learning rule is the same for all connections in an EANN.A learning rule is assumed to be a linear function of these local variables and theirproducts. That is, a learning rule can be described by the function�w(t) = nXk=1 nXi1;i2;���;ik=10@�i1i2���ik kYj=1xij(t� 1)1A (2)where t is time, �w is the weight change, x1; x2; � � � ; xn are local variables and �'sare real-valued coe�cients which are decided by the evolution of learning rules. Dueto a large number of terms in Eq.2 which make the evolution extremely slow and im-practical, further constraints are often set based on either biological or other heuristicknowledge in order to reduce the number.There are basically three issues in the evolution of learning rules; determination ofa subset of terms described in Eq.2, representation of their coe�cients as genotypesand the evolution simulated by an evolutionary algorithm. Chalmers [130] de�nedthe form of learning rules as a linear combination of four local variables and theirsix pairwise products. No third or fourth order3 terms were used. Ten coe�cientsand a scale parameter were encoded in a binary string via exponential encoding. Thearchitecture used in the �tness evaluation was �xed because only single layer EANNswere considered and the number of inputs and outputs were �xed by the learning taskat hand although the architecture could be generated at random and even evolved3The order is de�ned as the number of variables in a product.



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 35along with learning rules. After 1000 generations, starting from a population ofrandomly generated learning rules, the evolution discovered the well-known delta rule[138, 2] and some of its variants. These experiments although simple and preliminary,demonstrated the potentiality of the evolution of learning rules in discovering novellearning rules not merely known ones. However, constraints set on learning rulescould prevent some learning rules from being evolved such as those which includethird or fourth order terms.Similar experiments on the evolution of learning rules were also carried out byothers [133, 131, 132, 135, 136]. Fontanari and Meir [133] used Chalmers' approach toevolve learning rules for binary perceptrons. They also considered four local variablesbut only 7 terms were adopted in their weight-updating function which included one�rst order, three second order and three third order terms in Eq.2. Baxter [135]took one step further than just the evolution of learning rules. He tried to evolvecomplete EANNs in a single level of evolution. It is clear that the search space ofpossible EANNs would be enormous if strict constraints were not set on the connectionweights, architectures and learning rules. In his experiments, only EANNs with binarythreshold nodes were considered, so the weights could only be +1 or �1. The numberof nodes in EANNs was �xed. The learning rule concerned with only two booleanvariables. Although Baxter's experiments were rather simple, they con�rmed thatcomplex behaviors could be learned and EANN's learning ability could be improvedthrough evolution.Bengio et al.'s approach [131, 132] is slightly di�erent from Chalmers' in the senseof that gradient descent algorithms and simulated annealing were also employed tosimulate evolution. Four local variables and one zeroth order, three �rst order andthree second order terms in Eq.2 were used in their learning rules.Research related to the evolution of learning rules includes Parisi et al.'s workon econets although they did not evolve learning rules explicitly [126, 139]. Theyput their emphasis on the crucial role of the environment in which the evolution



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 36happened while only using some simple neural networks in their study. The issueof environmental diversity is closely related to the noisy evaluation of genotypes asindicated in Section 3.4 and at the beginning of Section 4. There are two possiblesources of noise. The �rst is the decoding process (morphogenesis) of genotypes. Thesecond is introduced when a decoded learning rule is evaluated by using it to trainEANNs. The environmental diversity is essential in obtaining a good approximationto the �tness of the decoded learning rule and thus in reducing the noise from thesecond source. If a general learning rule which is applicable to a wide range ofarchitectures and learning tasks is needed, the environmental diversity has to be veryhigh, i.e., many di�erent architectures and learning tasks have to be used in the �tnessevaluation of each learning rule.5 Concluding RemarksAlthough evolution has been introduced into EANNs at various levels, they canroughly be divided into three; the evolution of connection weights, architectures andlearning rules. This section �rst describes a general framework for EANNs and thengives some conclusions.5.1 A General Framework for EANNsA general framework for EANNs is described by Figure 12 [140]. The evolutionof connection weights proceeds at the lowest level on the fastest time scale in anenvironment determined by an architecture, a learning rule and learning tasks. Thereare however two alternatives to decide the level of the evolution of architectures andthat of learning rules; either the evolution of architectures is at the highest level andthat of learning rules at the lower one or vice versa. The lower the level of evolutionis, the faster the time scale it is on.From the point of view of engineering, the decision on the level of evolution de-



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 37pends on what kind of prior knowledge is available. If there is more prior knowledgeabout EANN's architectures than that about their learning rules or a particular classof architectures is pursued, it is better to put the evolution of architectures at thehighest level because such knowledge can be encoded in architecture's genotype rep-resentation to reduce the (architecture) search space and the lower level evolution oflearning rules can be more biased towards this kind of architectures. On the otherhand, the evolution of learning rules should be at the highest level if there is moreprior knowledge about them available or there is a special interest in certain type oflearning rules. Unfortunately, there is usually little prior knowledge available aboutboth architectures and learning rules in practice except for some very vague state-ments [141]. In this case, it is more appropriate to put the evolution of architecturesat the highest level since the optimality of a learning rule makes more sense whenevaluated in an environment including the architecture to which the learning rule isapplied.Figure 12 can also be viewed as a general framework of adaptive systems if we donot restrict ourselves to GAs and three levels. Simulated annealing, gradient descentsearch and even exhaustive search can be considered as special cases of evolutionaryalgorithms. For example, the traditional BP network can be considered as a spe-cial case of our general framework with one-shot (only-one-candidate) search used inthe evolution of architectures and learning rules and the BP algorithm used in theevolution of connection weights. In fact, the general framework provides a basis forcomparing various speci�c EANN models according to search procedures they usedat three di�erent levels since it de�nes a three-dimensional space where 0 representsone-shot search and +1 represents exhaustive search along each axis. Each EANNmodel corresponds to a point in this space.
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THE EVOLUTION OF ARCHITECTURESTHE EVOLUTION OF LEARNING RULESTHE EVOLUTION OFCONNECTION WEIGHTS
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Figure 12: A general framework for EANNs. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 1.)



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 395.2 ConclusionsEvolution can be introduced into EANNs at three levels. The evolution of connectionweights provides an adaptive approach to connection weight training especially inreinforcement learning and recurrent network learning where gradient-based trainingalgorithms experience great di�culties. Due to the simplicity and generality of theevolution and the fact that gradient-based training algorithms often have to run mul-tiple times in order to avoid being trapped in a bad local optimum, the evolutionaryapproach is quite competitive in comparison with other approaches.The evolution of architectures is used to generate a near optimal architecture au-tomatically for the tasks at hand. It has several advantages over knowledge-basedheuristic methods of architecture design because of the characteristics of the designproblem given at the beginning of Section 3. The indirect encoding scheme for ar-chitectures has been shown to have good scalability. It can facilitate generation ofEANNs with good generalization ability by incorporating various factors into the �t-ness function. The direct encoding scheme is good at �ne tuning an architecture buthas poor scalability.The evolution of learning rules allows an EANN to adapt its learning rule toits environment so that an e�cient learning rule can be obtained. In a sense, theevolution provides EANNs with the ability of learning to learn. It also helps to modelthe relationship between learning and evolution. Preliminary experiments have shownthat e�cient learning rules can be evolved from randomly generated rules. Currentresearch on the evolution of learning rules normally assumes that learning rules canbe speci�ed by Eq.2. While constraints on learning rules are necessary to reduce thesearch space in the evolution, they might prevent some interesting learning rules frombeing discovered. The evolution of learning rules is closely related to the arti�cial liferesearch where the evolution of complex behaviors is studied and there is no explicitrepresentation of a learning rule.Global search procedures such as GAs are usually computationally expensive to



X. Yao: Evolutionary Arti�cial Neural Networks 40run. It would be better not to use GAs at all levels of evolution in practice. It ishowever bene�cial to introduce global search at some levels of evolution especiallywhen there is little prior knowledge available at that level and the performance of theEANN is required to be high because the trial-and-error and other heuristic methodsare very ine�cient in such circumstances. There have already been some experimentswhich demonstrate the advantages of using hybrid global and local search at di�erentlevels [36] but the issue of an optimal combination of di�erent search procedures needsfurther investigation.With the increasing power of parallel computers, the simulation of large EANNsbecomes feasible. Such simulations can not only discover possible new EANN archi-tectures and learning rules but also o�er a way to model the creative process as aresult of EANN's adaptation to a dynamic environment.5.3 Suggested Reading1. X. Yao, \A review of evolutionary arti�cial neural networks," InternationalJournal of Intelligent Systems, 8:539{567, 1993.2. D. Whitley and J. D. Scha�er (ed.), Proc. of the Int'l Workshop on Com-binations of Genetic Algorithms and Neural Networks (COGANN-92), IEEEComputer Society Press, Los Alamitos, CA, 1992.3. D. Whitley, S. Dominic, R. Das and C. W. Anderson, \Genetic ReinforcementLearning for Neurocontrol Problems," Machine Learning, 13:259{284, 1993.References[1] X. Yao.Evolutionary arti�cial neural networks.International Journal of Neural Systems, 4(3):203{222, 1993.
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